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11 The early Khmers occupied the middle course of ... - Devaraja

fertile when properly irrigated, was put under rice cultivation. The latter ...... The lictors accompanying them carried the fasces and axe, symbols of omnipotence. 
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The early Khmers occupied the middle course of the Mekong, just below the point where this greatest of Indochinese rivers embouches over the rapids from the narrow valley of Laos into the broad plains: these are largely formed of the detritus the river has brought down in the course of ages. This Cambodian plain includes the Great Lake region, from which lake the little Tonl6 Sap river drains into the Mekong. Scarcely more than a shallow pool, thirty miles long and four wide during the dry season, it is completely transformed during the floods from July to January into a huge lake nearly a hundred miles long and fifteen to thirty across. This is due to the impact of the immense volume of water which pours down the Mekong after the melting of the snows in the Asian mountains, as well as the advent of the rains in the upper basin: the water coming from the Tonle Sap is forced to reverse itself and flow back into the Great Lake. When in November the water begins to flow normally again, millions of fish are marooned in the muddy shallows, and it is a simple matter for the villagers to collect vast hauls of fish. No doubt this easy source of good food would have brought people to settle alongside the lake in prehistoric times long before the surrounding plain, fertile when properly irrigated, was put under rice cultivation. The latter undertaking became so productive in historic times as greatly to exceed the value of the fish harvest. We should not imagine, however, that the early Khmers found this potentially rich plain an earthly paradise. This environment certainly did not provide an easy life of luxury for the taking, even though rice is a crop ideally suited for these flooded areas, and there is no danger of impoverishing the soil. The intense heat of the dry season, the enervating months of heavy rains and overcast skies, the inroads of malaria until such time as the plain had been properly drained of stagnant pools, all made heavy demands on the staying power of men whose At ancestors had formerly lived in a very different hill climate. At first the early Khmers, whose descendants were to make history, were by no means exceptionally well-fitted to master such an environment, or to retain control over it against the attacks of envious neighbours. It must have been the triumphing over initial difficulties that formed t I h e i r character and gave them the lead. A great natural advantage of this heartland of Cambodia I,, t hat it happened to be at what would become a junction of overland trade routes: whether from India, through Burma and Siam to the Indochinese coast and up to China, or in the reverse direction. Then the great north-south flowing Mekong, despite its poor navigability in many section , held the key to the trade between Laos and the shipping routes of the South China Sea. All this would no t have been apparent to the early Khmers, protected as they were in their sufficiently ample plain between the ( Cambodian Mountains on the west and the Dangrek rang on the north. Not had they any power to control t I h e reaches of the great river to the north of their home land nor the rich lands south-west of the Mekong delta occupied though these regions must have originally been by peoples of their own or a nearly related stock It is just here that a close and very interesting parallel presents itself between the position of the early Khmers and that of the Latins. Though the Romans did control the mouth of the Tiber (which might not have been the case had it flowed somewhat further south to Naples), they would hardly have been able to tolerate indefinitely the existence of Magna Graecia, occupying all the strategic harbours of South Italy and eastern Sicily. Now the delta region of the Mekong had attracted many Indian settlers from the first centuries of the Christian era; and these had settled in various trading stations, establishing friendly relations with the natives, with whom they intermarried. Brahmans accompanied them , and this led to a high degree of Indianization; though this was not so extreme as was the case in the northern part of the Malay Peninsula. There, it would appear from a Chinese http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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text of the fifth century A.D., no less than five hundred families of Indian merchants had established themselves, and more than a thousand Indian Brahmans who had intermarried with the local inhabitants. On the other hand the early Indianized culture of the Mekong delta region retained a local character sufficiently to aid us in understanding the Khmer cultural evolution. From the point of view of the inland Khmers of the Great Lake region, what was happening to the south of them must have looked very much as did the activities of the Greeks in Magna Graecia to the Romans. This is still more evident when we bear in mind that neither Greeks nor Indians established colonies politically tied to the mother country. However the Greeks were sufficiently near to their mother country to remain in constant communication, and even to call for help in great emergency. While the Greeks remained disunited in separate city-states, the Indianized people of the Mekong delta built up a powerful kingdom known to the Chinese as Fu-nan, indeed a loosely knit empire, which claimed suzerainty over the Khmers, and many of their ncighbours to the west. When we proceed with their history, we shall find that both Fu-nan and Magna Graccia offered very much the same stimulus to the respective expanding peoples to the north of them. They constituted a barrier that had to be removed, and, both before and after this, a channel through which the fertilizing concepts of higher civilization reached them. At least until some of the Khmers were able to make the long voyage to India, it must have seemed to the vast majority that Fu-nan and the western part of Indianized South-east Asia, which served to relay I ndian influences, was in fact India. Unlike Greece in the eyes of the Romans, India was far beyond the seas and outside the world as they would ever really know it. In studying the causes of the differentiation of the various Greater Indian cultures, as the Indianized cultures of South-east Asia are often conveniently called, I found that the stimulus of the human environment was a more powerful factor in development than was that of geography. I concluded that countries of what I called the western zone, namely Burma, Malaya, Sumatra, and the Dvaravati kingdom of central Siam, all of which received the full impact of Indian cultural influences, failed to develop a distinctive art or religion. To a somewhat lesser extent this is true of Fu-nan. We shall later see that this so largely foreign cultural development, allied with a great increase in comparative wealth and luxury, arising from a period of great enjoyment of the fruits of maritime trade, soon brought decadence to Fu-nan. The result was that it was no better able to withstand the determined advance of the Khmers than were the luxurious cities of Magna Graecia able to withstand the Romans. On their northern border the Khmers were also kept on the alert, as well as accorded a certain amount of cultural influence of value, by the Chams, a people whose contacts with the Khmers somewhat parallel those of the Etruscans with the Latins. The Chams really belonged to the coastal strip and narrow valleys of eastern Indochina, beyond the rugged Annamite Cordillera. Early in the fifth century A.D. it would appear that they had filtered across and occupied the narrow and deep section of the Mekong valley above the Khong rapids. This was a region that must previously have belonged to the Khmers, since archaeological evidence shows that this was the way they came down into Cambodia, and it was doubtless still largely peopled by Khmers. Though the Chams had a basic affinity to the Khmers, for several centuries B.C. they had been strongly influenced by waves of immigrants of the Dongson Bronze Age culture, which had almost entirely recast the religion and art, at least of the upper classes. Being a coastal people they had also received at a relatively early date in our era a considerable amount of Indian influence " http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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although not being on the direct trade route they had not attracted Indian settlers on the same scale as had Fu-nan. So here we have the conditions in the fifth century A.D. for a very similar development to that which had faced the Romans viss-à-vis the Etruscans, in the fifth century B.C. But the Khmers, being for the greater part under the protection of Fu-nan, were in a better position than were the early Romans in that they did not have to submit to the direct rule of foreign kings, however wise and moderate, with a very different background. We shall see that there is good reason to believe that the Khmers did derive the benefit of considerable Indianization from the Chams, just as the Romans learnt much of Greek concepts via the Etruscans. Nevertheless in both cases the mass of Chams or Etruscan culture was unacceptable because too different from their own. Moreover in neither case could the relationship become stabilized short of a drastic solution. Italy was too small to contain both Romans and Etruscans, and the Etruscan power had to be completely destroyed. In this task the Romans were ably seconded by the Celts on the north, the latter only to be dissipated before the might of Rome in their turn. To the early Khmers, the greater amplitude of their initial surroundings, and the obvious protection provided by the Cordillera may have made it seem sufficient for them to get the Chains to retire across it. In this view they would have been encouraged by the fact that the Chams, like the Etruscans, had an enemy to the north the Annamites. But we shall see that in the end the Khmers were obliged to deal just as ruthlessly with Champa as the Romans were with Etruria. Another feature of their human environment, with which both Romans and Khmers had to deal, was their relationship with the neighbouring settled peoples, and beyond the plain with the sturdy hill peoples of the same stock. The early State, which from the beginning adopted something of the character of a "city-state", probably came into existence in much the same way among the Latins and with the Khmers It arose through the voluntary association of several villages, both for defence and for such communal undertakings as irrigation and land-clearing. So Rome probably came into being from the amalgamation of three such villages, and was at first one of six Latin city-states. The building of a wall or encircling mound, and the provision of a stronger defensive force would be the first objectives. With this development the temporary leaders chosen by the property owners, made way for kings elected for life, who could better organize the defence. The old tribal organization persisted in the observance of certain f'ederal cults. For the Khmers we can gain some idea of the mode of formation of the first State by comparison with the kind of state-formation which survived until recent times among the Khasis, a people of Assam related to the Khmers. Several of the present Khasi States are known to have been formed by the voluntary association of villages or groups of villages, and the chief is chosen from the late ruler's family by a small elective body. Sometimes more than one Khasi State have in common the cult of the deity of a particular mountain from which they believe that their common ancestress originated. In the same way the Latin tribes had a federal cult of Jupiter on Monte Cavo (Mons Latiaris). Where the earliest "Angkor" was we do not know for certain, but it seems to have been established at Bassak (Champasak), after the conquest of this region from the Chams. I am here using the word "Angkor", a corruption of the Sanskrit nagara, or capital city, in exactly the same sense as the Romans referred to the capital of their city-state as the urbs. The difference is that the Khmers did not finally fix on the permanent site of their nagara at the Angkor that was to become world-famous, until after the foundation of the empire in the ninth century A.D.; while for the Romans "the eternal city" remained their urbs from the beginning, at least until Constantine removed it to the more strategic site of Byzantium. The fame of Rome http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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blinds no-one to the fact that many other great cities and marts formed on much the same model arose elsewhere in the empire. On the other hand the fame of Angkor, coupled with the relative backwardness of excavation and restoration, has obscured the facts that throughout the Khmer Empire other fine cities were to arise, among the most noteworthy being the great fortress of Banteay Chmar, and the viceregal seats of Phimai and Lopburi. As to the contacts of the early Khmers and Romans with the sturdy hill-people of related stock, we can be sure that very similar conditions prevailed. These back ward tribesemen lacked the advantages that settled life and foreign influences were bringing to the plainsmen, but they were in a position to make devastating raids on the farmers' crops and cattle. In the case of the Romans it was the Sabines and hill-Samnites that had to be reckoned with, and who gave so much trouble during the period of state-building. The remnants of the once intrepid raiders of primitive Khmer stock, are to be seen among the Stieng and similar tribesmen who survive in degraded condition in the mountains bordering Cambodia. Some years ago I thought I could detect a graphic trace of the flight of such peoples from Cambodia, before their more advanced Indianized bretheren, in the remarkable ancient remains that have been found in the province of Quang-tri in Annam. They are situated just across a pass leading over the Cordillera, via which a remnant might well have fled to what seemed to offer a haven of peace in which they could pursue their old way of life undisturbed. It would have been surprising if the southern shore of the Far Eastern "Mediterranean" had not produced a rival aspirant to domination, corresponding to Carthage. This role came to be played by Java, at such time as she was united with Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula, these roughly corresponding to Western Sicily and Sardinia. This occurred when these great Indonesian lands were united in the eighth-ninth century under the powerful Buddhist dynasty of the Sailendras, centred in Java. Prior to this time, while the Khmer kingdom was in process of formation, Java was not a menace, being divided among several small states. Although Java derived great advantages from her fertile volcanic soil, it would seem that only when united with Sumatra and Malaya, which controlled the traffic through the Straits, could she aspire to Great Power status. Java also possessed the advantage for securing hegemony in Indonesia that though strongly Indianized this was not to an excessive degree. Thus, as compared with Sumatra and Malaya, not only did her strong local genius provide her with a distinctive cultural evolution, but she was freer to make decisions and act in accordance with the demands of local circumstances. A word may be said here of Borneo, whose geographical position might at first sight seem to mark it out for a place in history no less important than that of Java. But in fact it will not enter our story at all. This is because what we find in Borneo is almost a typical example of marginality to civilization. It would seem that the mountainous and densely forested terrain here proved too forbidding. Not only were the Dayak peoples unable to make headway beyond the simple tribal condition in which they first arrived in the island, but the stimulus of Indian influence was unable to take sufficient hold to evoke any large scale response. This was not the fault of the Dayaks and other Bornean peoples. Their eagerness to graft onto their own magic such Indian ideas as reached them from Java, indicates precisely the way in which the early Khmers and others were eager to acquire those aspects of Indian culture that most appealed to them. We may now try to form some idea of the comparative cultural level of the Romans and Khmers before they had absorbed the civilizing influences of Greece and India respectively. It is difficult to say on which of the two we are better informed. The advantages of the direct archaeological approach, which through the work of recent http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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decades seems all on the side of Italy, is to a large extent counter-balanced for the Khmers by the survival of hill-tribes in South-east Asia having a living culture resembling, though less vigorous than, that of the early Mon-Khmer peoples. Not only is it naturally not possible to form any corresponding picture by this means of the early Romans, even though ethnographical material has always to, be used with the greatest reserve, but we have to remember that the legends of ancient Rome, during the period of the kings, are of little historical or social value. Now we know that during the third and second millennia B.C., there had been nothing in Italy corresponding to the great cultural developments of the Eastern Mediterranean. On the other hand South-east Asia was in the direct path of the diffusion to the Pacific of some of the more advanced religious ideas that were given birth in ancient Mesopotamia. So it may be supposed that in many respects, and taking into consideration the very different climatic conditions, the cultural level of the Iron-Age Romans was not very different from that of the late Neolithic Khmers. The possession of iron weapons and bronze ornaments (the primitive Khmers had a limited knowledge of bronze) would have given the Romans a technical superiority, but there is reason for believing that already in prehistoric times the Khmers had acquired considerable proficiency in stone construction and irrigation works. The Iron-Age culture was common to all the people of Latium: until about 650 B.c. Rome was just a small Latin town of traders, artisans, farmers and stockbreeders, and was already beginning to import a little foreign pottery from her Etruscan neighbours north of the Tiber. The reconstruction of the early Roman huts that has been possible from the excavation of their sites on the Palatine, in comparison with hut-urns found in burials of the period, certainly does not suggest a much higher standard of wealth or comfort than does the Khmer rectangular house standing on piles. This was so suited to the climate that it continued in use by the majority of the population from prehistoric times throughout the most flourishing period of the Empire. We are best able to present a fairly detailed picture of the Roman and Khmer concepts as to religion and magic at this stage. In outlining this I do so because it serves to illustrate the great similarity in the basic values and ideas of the two peoples on what was certainly one of the most, if not the most, important aspect of their lives. Such similarity need not surprise us: both Romans and Khmers were at the outset very ordinary unspecialized groups of human beings. Had it been otherwise, had they been more advanced specialized peoples, it is little likely that they would have been any more receptive than, for example, were the Egyptians of Greek culture when the Ptolomies tried to thrust it upon them. Nor would they have been able to make the responses needed to master the difficulties that faced them in a new environment, or to make the most of the opportunities that were offered them. The roughly similar cultural backgrounds supplement the evidence of brain anatomy and psychology, tending to show that in similar circumstances similar decisions may be expected. The existence of differences must certainly not be ignored. For example, in the matter of religion, the basic consideration among both Khmers and Romans was the importance of obtaining the gods' gift of fertility. An important difference between the two peoples' conceptions arises, however, from the fact that with the Khmers'older chthonic ideas on this matter they conceived of fertility as derived from the beneficence of an Earth deity. The Romans, on the other hand, with the Aryan factor in their cultural background, had come to look rather to a supreme Sky deity. This difference in attitude led to a very different bias in architectural expression when it came to constructing temples. But the fact remains that the basic interest of both, like the majority of peoples of comparable cultural level, was the cult of fertility.
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It was in times of great crises, and these must have been by no means infrequent in early times, that the Romans turned to Terra Mater, the Earth deity, and it was then that basic ideas most approximated to those of the Khmers. Such ideas were associated throughout Roman history with certain particular sacred spots, to which also clung at least the memory of human sacrifice. In the Roman forum, which gradually became the centre of religious activities, there stood the Vulcanal, or Altar of Vulcan, next to which grew two trees, a cypress and a lotus, said to date from before the foundation of the city. Then again, north of the column of Phocas there once stood the statue of Marsyas beside Romulus' sacred fig tree which received the most devoted care. just south of it was the sacred Lacus Curtius, where in 362 B.c. a yawning abyss is said to have opened, an unfavourable omen indeed. The soothsayers promptly averred that it could only be closed by the sacrifice to the chthonic deities of Rome's greatest treasure. Thereupon a noble youth, Marcus Curtius, mounted his steed and leaped into the chasm, which instantly closed. In present-day South-east Asia we have similar concepts among hill peoples whose culture closely resembles that of the primitive Khmers. Thus many Naga tribes of Assam have a sacred fig tree planted in the centre of every village, with which the fortunes of the village are thought to be bound up. Its connection with fertility and human sacrifice is seen from the fact that heads taken in battle are commonly laid at its foot or hung in its branches. Even as late as the last quarter of the nineteenth century the Lawas, a MonKhmer hill people of northern Siam, wished to make human sacrifices, in the shape of some condemned criminals, to the spirit of the neighbouring mountain, who would thus be induced to allow more water to reach their rice fields which were suffering from drought. We have direct evidence of early Khmer human sacrifice in the Chinese History of the Sui, relating to some time before A.D. 5 89: "Near the capital is a mountain called Ling-kia-pop'o, at the summit of which is a temple always guarded by a thousand soldiers and consecrated to a spirit named P'o-to-li, to which they sacrifice men. Each year the king himself goes into the temple to make a human sacrifice during the night." Amongst every primitive people interested in the fertility of the soil, the cult of ancestors is held to be of importance. This cult retained a high place in Roman religion throughout history. But, in accordance with what seems to be a deep-seated difference between East and West, ancestor-worship was more fully developed in the Khmer religion than was the case in that of imperial Rome. As with so many primitive cultures, the worship of the spirits of springs and streams was a feature of early religion both in Italy and Cambodia. Even at the present day, active beneath the cloak of Buddhism, the Cambodians preserve a complex of rites concerned with the primordial cult of the spirit of the Tonle' Sap river whose remarkable phenomenon of seasonal reversal remains the foundation of their economy. According to Livy there is a legend that the second of the Roman kings went every night to a sacred wood in which there was an inexhaustable spring of which the spirit was the goddess Egeria. She became his wife and, on her advice, the king developed a religious code for the Romans. We cannot fail to be reminded here of the story recorded by the Chinese traveller Chou Ta-kuan, who visited Angkor in the thirteenth century: "In the palace there is a golden tower, on the top of which the king sleeps. All the natives believe that in the tower there is the spirit of a nine-headed serpent, master of the earth and of the whole kingdom. It appears every night in the form of a woman, with whom the king must sleep.... If one night the spirit does not appear, then the time of the king to die has arrived."' This belief probably goes far back into Khmer prehistory, for we have stories in the Cambodian chronicles and Chinese reports concerning the origin of the first Fu-nan dynasty from a http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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nagi (serpent woman); these related people probably shared with the Khmers similar primordial beliefs. Furthermore, both the Roman and Khmer beliefs may be taken as good examples of the widespread concept of the sacred marriage. We first find this in Babylonia where monarchs played the part of the divine bridegroom, Tammuz or Marduk, in the ritual of the sacred marriage with the chthonic goddess Ishtar. Here it well illustrates the similar beliefs of Romans and Khmers in regard to their need to ensure the fertility of soil and livestock. The early Roman religion evidently had a "cadastral" aspect, much as was the case with the Khmers, where it has been shown from comparative studies that land occupation depended on an agreement existing between the group and its sacred land. A royal order decreed that any Roman who drove his plough over a field boundary would, together with his animals, be offered in expiation to the chthonic deities. The Romans and Khmers had in common a practical attitude of mind towards their gods, which regarded worship as a kind of sacrifice: a rite or an offering placed a deity under an obligation to make a return to the sacrificers. Worship was in fact a legal contract. The animistic character of early Roman religion is well shown by the type of deities worshipped in the forum, the religious centre of Rome. Such were Vesta (goddess of the blazing hearth), to whom a perpetual flame was kept burning, Janus (god of the door), and Mars (god of agriculture and war), each with their distinctive talismans. Jupiter was originally a rustic sky-god, associated with the sacred oak on the Capitol. The war dances and races had a typically magical interpretation, for they were intended to protect people and crops and encourage fertility. Originally the Roman religion must have been of a household character, in which the head of the family (paterfamilies) naturally acted as priest. Important in the household were the penates, or spirits of the store-cupboard, the lares or spirits of the holding, and especially the Genius of the paterfan-fflias, of whom we shall have more to say in a later chapter. Most of these gods or spirits, demanding a multiplicity of cults, were of indeterminate sex, and devoid of mythology or any relationship to each other. "At first they were personal forces but not in human form. Apparently anthropomorphism was not natural to the Latins, who lacked visual imagination and did not easily create myths and legends."' These words might equally have been written about the early Khmers; and just as the Romans grasped eagerly at the means of delineating their gods which the Greeks could give them, and at the legends which they would adapt to their own different purposes, so did the Khmers seize on the Indian technique to portray, no longer as a rude stone menhir, the features of their vague conception of deity. At the same time the heroes of the Indian epics were readily utilized to illustrate the activities of their own traditional ghostly personages. At the sanctuary on Monte Cavo in the Alban Hills, the Romans, in common with the other Latin tribes, worshipped Jupiter in a cult which acquired a federal character. About the end of the royal period Rome was strong enough to transfer this cult to the Urbs. Rather similarly it would appear that Wat Phu, on the Lingaparvata Mountain, was a centre of Khmer worship from the earliest times. The Khmer rulers, throughout their history, continued to pay homage and make gifts to their national deity at this ancient terrace sanctuary, while at the same time manifestations of this same deity were worshipped in the shrines of the capital. In early times the worship in common at a mountain sanctuary must have greatly fostered the unification of the Khmer or Roman tribes. The readiness with which Rome considered, and frequently accepted, foreign religious influences, is attested in very early times: the tutelary divinities of an enemy were invited by means of the evocatio rite to take up their residence in Rome, where they naturally http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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underwent Romanization. Such an attitude would seem to lead to the easy acceptance of Greek religious influence once this began to reach the Romans. We see a remarkable example of this same attitude among the Khmers in connection with the national mountain shrine at Wat Phu. The mountain stood in the territory that had been occupied for some time by the Chams when in the second half of the fifth-century A.D. the Khmers were able to reconquer it from them. Since this mountain terrace-shrine cannot be explained in terms of Cham ideas of sacred places, and is on the other hand entirely Khmer in character, there is, as we have said, good reason to believe that it had been a Khmer sanctuary from remote prehistoric times. But the noteworthy point is that, after the re-occupation, it was the Cham national deity Bhadresvara that the Khmers installed in it, and indeed accepted henceforth as their national deity. However it must be supposed that what probably appealed to the Khmers was the powerful Indianized character of the deity, as indicated by his name, which attracted them just at a time when the Khmers were wishing to acquire the rudiments of Indian civilization. Since Etruria was so receptive of Greek thought, though long maintaining a well-marked local genius of its own, it is not always easy to be sure how much of the more advanced culture that began to seep into Rome in the early centuries should be regarded as Greek or Etruscan. Like all primitive peo les the Romans paid much attention to divination, and the interpretation of omens. Hence the Etruscan diviners were much in demand because they had developed their augury and haruspicy to the status of a pseudo-science. It seems that their prescriptions formed the basis of the strange Sibylline Books, which became so important in Roman divination. They consisted of rules for protection against the effects of the most inauspicious omens, and had been sold to one of the kings by that old prophetess, the Sibyl of Cumae; after a time they were placed in the care of a band of ten or fifteen special priests who interpreted them as events of the moment demanded. Thus we are told that the highly skilled Etruscan magicians were the very last resort when some particularly disturbing omen seemed to require a special ceremony of exorcism or purification. Nevertheless "the purely Etruscan element in the religion of Rome remained small. The theological thinking of the Etruscans was too remote from the Latins' religious outlook to make a lasting impression on it".' This could undoubtedly be as well said of the Khmers in their attitude to any religious feature showing a peculiarly Cham bias, such as would have been any special stress on sky deities, or any ritual of shamanic tinge, which probably remained as a tendency among the upper class Chains, in view of the character of their Dongsonian (Bronze Age) background. Traits accepted from a foreign culture under duress seldom have any permanence. Thus in Rome the idea of grouping a god with two goddesses was certainly an Etruscan introduction, for triple cults and temples were peculiarly Etruscan. It was imposed by the Etruscan kings and had no lasting appeal to the Romans: while Jupiter remains supreme throughout history, the two goddesses tend to fade into the background later. Both in Latium and Cambodia we may be sure that the earliest interest in foreign religious influences was confined to what was thought of practical value, especially the acquisition of more effective means of divination and the performance of powerful magic. Neither Greek nor Indian philosophies which sought to explain the universe or the destiny of man would have made any appeal. The century of Etruscan rule undoubtedly raised Rome temporarily to the status of a wealthy Etruscan city. But on the expulsion of the Tarquins she at once relapsed to the living standards of an ordinary Latin community. Much of practical usefulness had been http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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learnt during this period, especially such as would enable the building of monumental structures requiring the arch. It was these technical improvements, becoming an element in the Roman local genius - or way of handling borrowed cultural material - that could first begin to mould the Greek temple types when these were introduced. It is important to recognize the restricted extent of the Etruscan contribution, limited to these technical matters. There was “no comparable influence on the language of Rome, its modes of thought or ways of envisaging the connections between the sacred and the secular world. In these all-important domains the Latins on the banks of the Tiber clung tenaciously to their own traditions; when the Tyrrhenian invaders returned to the region from which they had been impelled to depart by a powerful urge to expand, neither the Roman language nor the Roman religion were greatly different from what they had been a century earlier.” Already in the early period there were groups of Greek merchants living in various parts of Etruria, just as the Indian merchants were the first representatives of their country to settle in Champa. The presence of Corinthian artists in Rome is attested about the middle of the seventh century B.C. So Greek artistic motifs, connected with fertility and agrarian cults, became familiar objects in Rome under the Etruscan kings, and may have paved the way for later Hellenization; but with the driving out of the hated Etruscans, obviously the gradual increase of Greek influence came from Magna Graecia. Practically the same thing could be said for early Indian influence in Cambodia, substituting Chams for Etruscans, and Fu-nan for Magna Graecia.



CHAPTER II TWO PEOPLES AT SCHOOL F the Romans and Khmers were ever to advance to leading roles in their respective "Mediterranean" worlds, it was certainly essential that they should learn a great deal more from the Greeks or Indians than had been possible in the course of the relatively sparse and indirect contacts that I have already indicated. With such vigorous peoples it was inevitable that this acculturation should come about almost as though it were but a byproduct of the more obvious march of territorial expansion and administrative organization. This we must indeed now outline, while bearing in mind what was really most vital to the development of the two young civilizations and future empires: the cultural acquisitions intertwined with the more general processes of growth. It was on the very threshold of this crucial era that the Romans rejected the rule of kings, but the Khmers did not. On the contrary, they gradually strengthened the prestige of their chieftainship by surrounding it with royal ceremonial and tabus learnt from Indian Brahmans. With empire as the destiny of both peoples, it would seem that the Khmers were right in not abandoning the form of government most suited to wield imperial power, and to which the Romans would have to return. But that the Tarquins, of foreign origin, had finally proved to be oppressive tyrants, was sufficient reason for the Romans to set aside kingship for the next four hundred years. The imperium, or authority wielded by the Roman kings, had to be recognized as lawful by the gods, who showed their consent by favourable omens. The power thus constituted was absolute in all three of its aspects, which concerned religion, law, and leadership in war, http://amekhmer.free.fr 2001-2005
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but it had to be wielded in accordance with custom, to assure which the king had the advice of a council of elders (senators). What we need to note, if we would avoid overestimating the difference in outward form of government during the period of growth, is that the Romans of the Republic had by no means abandoned the whole idea of kingship in their governmental theory. On the other hand the Khmers maintained more control over their kings than one associates with the idea of despotic Oriental monarchy. The common denominator in both cases was devotion to the State, tendencies towards personal aggrandisement on the part of the individual being held in check. This, in both countries, provided sufficient guarantee of sound guidance during this crucial period. So it happened that when the Romans expelled the last of their kings, the change of government in the establishment of the Republic was not so thorough as one might have expected. There could be no question of doing away with the imperium, the executive authority previously vested in the king. The innovations amounted to ensuring that in future no one man was to be entrusted with this power, and it was not to be a life appointment. The two persons who now held supreme power, but only for a year, were known as the Consuls or Praetors, elected by the whole body of citizens. Arbitrary exercise of power by one of these two magistrates was prevented by each having a veto over the other, except on the field of battle when the imperium remained unlimited. Furthermore in times of serious peril, a dictator could be appointed who had all the absolute power of a rex, though no longer called by this now opprobrious title. Such an appointment as dictator could be made without ratification by the citizens, on the advice of the Senate, the council of elders who had survived from the time of royal rule to act as an advisory body for the Consuls. What had been the emblems of sovereignty under the kings were retained by the Consuls. They wore a gold crown, toga palmata and ring, and carried a sceptre. The lictors accompanying them carried the fasces and axe, symbols of omnipotence. The triumph of the victorious Roman Consuls in the time of the Republic maintained the religious rites formerly in vogue with the kings. The Consul, for the time being identified with the war-god, rode on his chariot at the head of a procession of soldiers and captives to make sacrifice to Jupiter at the temple on the Capitol. Now it is interesting to note that the Khmer kings, though absolute, but with no such definite divinity as in the Khmer imperial period (after A.D. 802), can hardly be said to have succeeded to the throne as of right. The indications of the early inscriptions, though providing no definite information, suggest that the choice of a king as practised in the nineteenth century is of very ancient origin. Further support for this supposition comes from the traditional customs of the non-Indianized Khasis of Assam. In Cambodia it was the custom for the king, soon after his accession, to select an heir from amongst his sons, but the definite choice did not take place until after the death of the old king. Then the Great Council, consisting of the four ministers, with those officials who were present in the capital, and the chief of the Brahmans, was convened. All could take part in the preliminary discussion. The chief minister put forward from among the princes, the candidate that he preferred, who was usually, but not always, the heir apparent. Then the ministers, but not the officials, voted. This procedure continued until there was general agreement, but the prince chosen could decline and suggest another member of the royal family, who was then voted upon in the same way. The Council could in no event dissolve until a choice had finally been made. With the Khasis in modern times the powers of the Siem (chief) have been much reduced so that there is a limited monarchy. Traditionally the Siem is appointed from the members of his predecessor's family by a small electoral body, according to details which differ somewhat in each of the Khasi states. A similarity with the election of the early Roman kings is that in Rome the new one was nominated by an 'inter-
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